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Abstract

Protecting rainforests is a critical component of global efforts to halt climate change, prevent environmental destruction, including mass-extinction of species, and protect human rights. Deforestation and degradation of the tropical rainforest undermine one of the Earth’s most vital life-support systems; the rainforests play a major role in climate regulation by moving warm and humid air from the tropics towards the Poles, producing rainfall, and distributing it to agricultural regions way beyond the forest areas. Emissions from deforestation and forest degradation in the tropics add up to billions of tons of carbon dioxide each year, and seriously impair the functioning of the only safe and natural carbon capture and storage system ever tested. Standing forests are a cost-effective strategy for combatting climate change. As a major source of protection, food, clean water, and income for communities that live in and around forests, the potential protective roles of indigenous communities deserve special attention.

The moral authority of religious voices can spur global leaders and wide networks of communities and individuals to action in this critical area. Of particular note is the Interfaith Rainforest Initiative (IRI), a multi-faith alliance launched in 2017. A platform for robust partnerships between faith-inspired actors, indigenous peoples, and other sectors including governments, businesses, climate scientists, and civil society, it offers pathways for common efforts amounting to a worldwide campaign – grounded in ethics and values – around ending deforestation and strengthening the efforts to protect the world's remaining, and increasingly endangered, rainforests.

This brief highlights responses and recommendations of major religious communities, and calls for an explicit focus on protection of rainforests by G20 leaders at the 2019 Osaka Summit.

The Challenge

Tropical forest loss is occurring at an accelerating annual rate. Tree cover loss is increasing despite global and national commitments and actions. Forests – and tropical rainforests with their particularly rich biodiversity – have special importance for global ecosystems. The Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) Global Assessment has established that around 1 million
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species face extinction, the highest rate in human history, with significant repercussions for human welfare. Deforestation contributes directly to the extinction of many species and threatens the welfare and survival of indigenous communities. In 2017 a recorded 15.8 million hectares (39.0 million acres) of tree cover was lost (an area the size of Bangladesh).

Large-scale deforestation is linked above all to production of globally traded commodities such as beef, soy, palm oil, and pulp and paper; the problem thus should be viewed in conjunction with trade and business patterns and trends. Causes of deforestation vary by region and country but include notably poor governance (and especially corruption), inefficient land use, industrial logging and expansion of large-scale agriculture, and unsustainable consumption patterns.

Deforestation presents human rights challenges. Environmental degradation and a less predictable climate hit poor communities and those excluded from social protection systems particularly hard, limiting their ability to achieve food, energy, and water security. Forest destruction causes income loss, resource scarcity, and health risks for communities that live in and around forests. Indigenous communities are vulnerable to abuse of their basic rights when extractive industries or other economic interest groups want access to their lands or resources. Defending forests and rights have become increasingly dangerous. An average of close to four environmental defenders are killed every week, and indigenous activists make up a disproportionally high percentage of these victims.

Protecting the fundamental rights of the poor and the underprivileged is a critical part of an ethically responsible ecological approach.

Forest destruction is closely linked to climate change, in terms of effects and causation. Protecting forests thus has central importance in efforts to address climate change. Mitigating climate change globally is of paramount importance for the protection of tropical rainforests. Current GHG emission trends will change climate patterns and weaken rainforest ecosystems; after 2050 there will be accelerated savannization of current rainforests, with positive feedback on climate change. In addition to its major role as a climate regulator, forest loss diminishes the earth’s natural capacity to absorb carbon emissions. The clearing of forests produces more annual greenhouse (GHG) emissions than all transportation use globally. Rainforest deforestation induces regional climate changes that affect major food production regions. For example, changes in temperature and to a lesser extent in rainfall in the humid pampas region of Southern South America driven by Chaco and Amazon deforestation have already been observed.
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Three critical rainforest areas need priority focus: the Amazon, the Congo Basin, and South-East Asia, particularly the island of New Guinea and Indonesia. Brazil, which contains nearly two-thirds of the world’s largest tropical rainforests, lost the most tropical primary rainforest in 2018 of any country, and has seen a prominent spike in tree cover loss over the past four years, primarily due to political instability, rollbacks of environmental protections, illegal loggers, and other factors (including droughts exacerbated by climate change) that leave forests vulnerable to fires. In Colombia, another country with a high density of Amazon rainforests, the Peace Agreement with FARC in 2016 led to an increase in deforestation activities, illustrating the importance of integrating forest protection into post-conflict development strategies. In the Democratic Republic of the Congo, which contains more than half of the remaining Congo Basin rainforest, forests are threatened by slash-and-burn agricultural and industrial logging. Indonesia has made progress on reversing their tree cover loss rates due to effective policies, religious edicts, educational campaigns, and increased law enforcement, but only the island of New Guinea – shared between Papua New Guinea and Indonesia – still has the majority of its contiguous areas of primary rainforest intact. And continued market demand for biofuels threatens to undermine these precious forests.

Pathways Forward

Protecting existing forests and reducing emissions from tropical deforestation and forest degradation are crucial for broad strategies to achieve climate stability and sustainable development. Protecting rainforests is an important part of international efforts to achieve sustainable development and, rooted in respect for human rights, cultivate long-term progress and growth. Natural climate solutions such as forest conservation offer a powerful and cost-efficient way for countries to “take urgent action to combat climate change and its effects” and achieve Goal 13 and Goal 15, among others, of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Ending deforestation and allowing degraded forests to recover could provide over one-third of the climate mitigation needed to limit global temperate rise to below 2 degrees Celsius by 2030, a central target of the Paris Agreement.6 A sharp focus on mangrove conservation offers a particularly affordable and effective approach to climate change mitigation and adaption.7 Conservation investments overall improve soil productivity, maintain biodiversity, and protect life support systems that provide billions of people with food, clean water, shelter, medicine and livelihoods.

A wealth of data and experience support hope: protection is possible and there are effective tools to support action. Satellite imagery measures forest cover change, and new technologies to assess carbon density make it possible to map and analyze carbon emissions from deforestation with a high degree of accuracy, bolstering the efficacy of planning for protection. The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change was
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among the first to recommend reducing deforestation as one of the most cost-effective strategies for reducing emissions. More recent studies affirm that stopping deforestation would be a low-cost and effective solution for climate change mitigation.8

Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+), the international framework negotiated under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), was endorsed in the Paris Agreement. REDD+ offers results-based financial incentives for developing countries to reduce emissions from deforestation and invest in sustainable development. Brazil and Indonesia, which together contribute more than 50 percent of carbon emissions from tree cover loss, offer the greatest mitigation opportunity. Some progress has been made, for example in Indonesia, where a national forest moratorium (in effect since 2011 as part of a US$1 billion Indonesia-Norway REDD+ partnership) and peat drainage moratorium (in effect since 2016) helped contribute to a 60 percent decline in primary forest loss in 2017.9

Indigenous communities can be partners in forest protection efforts, especially on projects that affect their lands. In many parts of the world, indigenous communities face increasing pressures to abandon their homelands to make room for industrial agricultural or mining projects. Indigenous and other forest communities outperform other managers of tropical forests with regards to compliance with forest protection laws, and as advocates for increased protections. Investments in securing land rights for indigenous communities can generate significant returns, economically and environmentally, for local communities and the world’s climate. Estimates suggest that by giving indigenous groups legal rights to the lands they occupy, Bolivia could avoid 8-12 megatonnes of greenhouse gas emissions each year, equivalent to taking more than 1.7 million vehicles off the road.10

Changes in lifestyles and greater social will towards education and action need to be part of the solution. A sense of social responsibility on the part of consumers is necessary. Consumer boycotts could force businesses to consider their environmental footprint. Education efforts aimed not only at providing information, but also instilling good habits and cultivating sound virtues can lead to long-term shifts in societal attitudes towards forest protection. Religious leaders and teachings can have a powerful effect on changing attitudes and cultures. Governments can introduce measures to support deforestation-free public procurement and restrict importation of biofuels from palm oil and soy.

Integrated approaches need to link the rainforest challenges to broader efforts to combat poverty, assure dignity to the excluded, and protect nature. Comprehensive solutions that harness the power of community networks, including vast religious networks, to confront
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the interlinked environmental and societal crises of deforestation have the best chance of success.

**Religious Responses**

*Religious groups are actively involved in leadership to protect rainforests and advocate for indigenous rights.* The Interfaith Rainforest Initiative (IRI), with Religions for Peace as the global interfaith lead, is a major effort of religious leaders to engage actively on rainforest protection. Launched in 2017 at an Oslo meeting of international experts on religion and climate, Christian, Muslim, Jewish, Buddhist, Hindu, and Taoist religious leaders together with indigenous peoples and government, business, and civil society representatives formed a coalition dedicated to making rainforest protection a priority. Brazil, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Indonesia, Columbia, and Peru are all members of IRI. Religious leaders in each of these tropical countries aim to use IRI as a platform to raise awareness, mobilize faith-inspired action, provide organizational support, and advocate for policies that fulfill and expand government commitments to protect rainforests and the rights of indigenous peoples. Other networks of religious communities that focus on forest protection and indigenous rights include GreenFaith, the United Religions Initiative (URI’s) Environmental Network, the Red Eclesial Pan-Amazonónica (REPAM), and the Southern African Faith Communities’ Environment Institute (SAFCEI). These organizations, among many others, focus on increasing awareness and action on forest protection within and across faith communities.

*Secular/religious partnerships also have significant potential.* The Faith for Earth Initiative launched by UN Environment is a primary example of strategic engagement with faith-inspired organizations. The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Sacred Earth: Faiths for Conservation Program works with religious and faith-inspired actors around the world to cultivate values and lifestyles that are ecologically sustainable and spiritually principled. The Alliance of Religions and Conservation offers models for positive partnerships between faith groups, conservation organizations, and governments.

*Religious wisdom and the language particular to it can inspire people to action.* Some of the most important conservation sites are often also sacred sites. Faith-inspired appeals to protect the earth can help build an ethical, values-based case for urgent and concerted action to end deforestation on both a local, communal level and internationally. Practical, large-scale applications of faith-based language to mobilize action on forest protection include a Fatwa issued in 2014 by The Indonesian Council of Ulama requiring the country’s majority Muslim population to protect endangered species and maintain balanced ecosystems. Islamic Relief, which has a vast international reach, explicitly includes halting deforestation as part of their Climate Change Policy. *Laudato Si! (Praise*
Be), issued in 2015 by Pope Francis, has special importance. This encyclical focuses sharply on the impact of human activities on the environment, climate, and rainforests and has sparked numerous conferences and action ideas, including a Special Assembly of the Synod of Bishops for the Pan-Amazon Region, to take place in October 2019 to highlight “New Paths for the Church and for an Integral Ecology.” In March 2019, religious leaders of faith communities worldwide joined the United Nations Environment Assembly for the first time, and called for a stronger representation of values, combined with science, in international conversations related to environmental challenges.

**Recommendations**

The leadership, vast networks, moral authority, and unparalleled influence of religious leaders offer an important path towards the moral, social, and political consciousness that is essential to assure action on rainforests. There is a solid foundation on which to build.

1) G20 leaders should take global leadership and commit to reform their economic and fiscal policies in order to stop subsidies and other incentives leading to deforestation, and implement economic incentives to protect forests and their ecosystem services. This would be in line with the Aichi target 3 under the Convention on Biological Diversity, and would be a major achievement in the preparations for the global summit at the COP15 in China 2020.

2) The IPBES report released in May 2019 warns that a million species could be extinct if we continue to destroy natural ecosystems as today. Rainforests are the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth, and deforestation is one of the main drivers behind the loss of species. The G20 countries should show global leadership by launching a common commitment to protect intact forest landscapes with the aim of simultaneously reducing greenhouse gas emissions and protect biodiversity.

3) Current deforestation and forest degradation rates undermine the efforts to achieve most of the SDGs, including SDG 2 “Zero hunger”. The G20 leaders should recognize that protecting forests in order to reduce emissions and safeguard biodiversity must be at the core of all the countries’ development strategies.

4) Current Nationally Determined Contributions represent only 20 percent of the emission reduction needed to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement14. G20 leaders hold the key to unleash higher ambitions for climate action. The UN Climate Action Summit in September and COP25 in December 2019 represent important opportunities for raising global ambitions. The commitment of G20 will be essential. G20 countries should announce significantly higher ambitions to face the threat of climate change at these meetings, including through enhanced Nationally Determined Contributions.
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5) G20 leaders should commit to expanding forest climate finance as a cost-effective strategy for meeting climate change mitigation commitments. The ongoing replenishment of the Green Climate Fund represents a key process for the mobilization of climate finance. To be successful, the fund should receive significantly more than a doubling of its current funds. This requires the committed engagement of G20 countries in the replenishment process and a substantial increase in contributions.

6) G20 leaders should take action against companies that do not implement zero deforestation in their supply chains. This can be achieved through public procurement regulations, import regulations, and taxes on products that contribute to forest destruction. Sovereign Wealth Funds and other institutional investors in the G20 area should be told to use their shareholder influence to induce companies to avoid deforestation in their operations and supply chains, and banks should be expected to stop giving loans to activities that destroy rainforests, and use beneficial interest rates to reward companies that contribute to protection and restoration of forests.

7) Rainforest countries among the G20 leaders should develop land-use plans that protect standing forests and prioritize securing land rights for indigenous and other forest communities. Existing and new moratoriums and anti-deforestation policies need the support of G20 leaders.

8) International cooperation to reduce deforestation and protect rainforests is at a major crossroads. 2019 G20 Summit leaders should explicitly commit themselves to an alliance with religious communities towards rainforest action.
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